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Selected Shorts 
(A continuing article including short stories and articles from our members) 

By Richard Schauer 
 

 

FALLINGWATER HOME 

 

With your indulgence here 

is another Packard story 

from Karen’s and my 

recent cross country 

sojourn.  While traveling 

down the National 

Highway US Hwy 40 in 

southern Pennsylvania we 

took a side trip to 

Fallingwater.  Edgar J. 

Kaufmann was a retail magnate in the East in the early part of the 20th 

century.  The Kaufman’s Department Store chain was well known and 

respected.  Through the Great Depression (no, no, not the current one, but 

the original one of that name) Mr. Kaufmann enjoyed a standard of living that 

would be the envy of just about anyone.  As an adult he fondly remembered 

vacationing as a boy with his parents in the Allegheny Mountain area in 

Stewart Township, southern Pennsylvania.  His family camped in these 

mountains along beautiful Bear Run Creek.  In the 1930’s Kaufmann 

purchased 1,600 acres of land along Bear Run with cabins where he and his 

family would stay.  When these cabins deteriorated he commissioned Frank 

Lloyd Wright to build a home astride the creek.  

  

By this time in his life Wright at age 67 was considered to be on the 

downswing of his long and distinguished if not controversial career.  Wright 

threw himself into this project, the result being what is considered by many 

to be his signature achievement, Fallingwater.  I urge readers to Google 

Fallingwater and enjoy the fine photo display.  In true FLW tradition the 

home seems to emerge from the landscape, with an exterior design 

dominated by native rock and stucco, horizontal in design, with several 

cantilever decks extending over and atop the stream.  Indeed load bearing 

support pylons were placed directly in the stream bed.  A staircase from the 

living room descends directly to the center of the stream.  Not only does this 

feature increase the feeling of harmony with nature, but cool air from the 

stream follows the staircase upward, providing a wonderful natural air 

conditioning for the home.  From the edge of the lower deck one can imagine 

relaxing with a cocktail at the railing admiring the stream and water fall 

directly below.  What an ideal place for a business tycoon to go to escape the 

daily pressures of life.  Fallingwater cost $160,000 to build and furnish, the 

turnkey operation conducted entirely by Wright, and to this day remains just 

as the elder Kaufmanns left it so long ago. 

 

Our tour was given by a young lady docent of about 30 years of age.  

Extremely knowledgeable, we soon learned her mother had been a docent at 

Fallingwater for nearly 3 decades…like mother, like daughter.  During the tour 

I took a moment to tell Cecilia I am a member of the Packard antique car club 

in San Diego and one of our associates owns the Kaufmann Packard.  
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THE HAMLIN PACKARD on display at 
the Crusin Grand event last year 
 

Her reaction was immediate.  Excited, she 

wanted to learn more.  I related what I 

know of Tom Hamlin’s 1935 Packard 12-

cylinder split window limo.  He is the fifth 

owner.  Tom is aware the car left the 

Kaufmann household in 1948 and was 

stored at a railroad warehouse until 1963 

when it was sold.  Tom came by the car 

through an Oregon owner.  The car had 

been restored at some point, but had been 

garage-kept nearly its entire life.  Cynthia 

nodded, saying the folks at the Western 

Pennsylvania Conservancy foundation are 

aware of the car’s history up until it was 

sold in 1963, but was unaware of the car’s 

subsequent history.  I told her I would be 

very happy to send a current photo of the Kaufmann car, which she enthusiastically endorsed.  A photo along 

with the additional historical facts I gave her would fill in one puzzle piece of forgotten lore in the Kaufmann 

legend.  Upon our return I sent the photo above, which was taken during the June Cruisin’ Grand event.  A 

photo at a car show is often of poor quality, as it is difficult to obtain the perfect angle sans gawkers.  I offered 

to contact the owner and take a more formal picture, but Cecilia replied that the photo I sent was excellent.  

Perhaps the Conservancy can find closure on the issue of the whereabouts of the Kaufman Packard. 

 

 

 

 

 

This is a 
1935 Packard 
series 1201 
Graber 
convertible 
Victoria.  
Graber was a 
Swiss coach 
Builder and 
did several 
Packards.  
There will be 
more about 
this car in 
future issues 
of the 
Predictor.  
Fender skirts 
are 
interesting 
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PRESIDENT'S THOUGHTS 
 

Yep it is another New Year and these happy folks are 
driving their Packard in the snow!!  OMG.  There are 
seven people in the car so it must be top a of the line 

Packard.  Since the lights are on, it is evening and they 
may have been to the church in the background.  It is 

right-hand drive so I am guessing this is a 1912 Model 
30, maybe.  It is missing spare tires and side mounts and 
a windscreen.  The driver is wearing goggles so the 

windscreen was not needed for him and the passengers 
could just tough it out.  The starting price for this 

automobile in 1912 was $4,200!  WOW.  I think the 
average wage was like $400/year.  That would be like driving a Bentley or McLaren in the snow 
today.   Probably not many owners would do that. 

  
 

   
 

A 1912 Packard Model 30 seven-passenger touring sedan.  This car has been in the Phil Hill 
collection for the past fifty years and sold for $550,000 at the Gooding Auction in August 2014.  It 
came equipped with a 431.9 cubic inch four cylinder engine producing 30HP at 650 RPM and a 
three speed forward transmission.  This Packard is a three time class winner at Pebble Beach over 
the past forty years.   This was the last year for the Packard four cylinder engine.  In 1913 they 
went to the six cylinder engine to keep pace with the Pierce-Arrow. 
 
Phil Hill was the first American to win the World Champion racing Drivers award.  He drove for 
Ferrari for nearly all of his racing career and he was an avid Packard man! 
 

We are off to a great start on the year with regard to Packard automobile fun.  Every year at this 
time I enjoy reading other car newsletters, bulletins etc, as they lament about how their car is 
stored away for the winter.  All we have to worry about is an occasional rain, and not much of that 

lately.  Even at that many of us refuse to drive our pride and joy in the rain.   
 

I SAY WE DRIVE OUR PACKARDS ALL WINTER AND BE SURE AND TELL EVERONE WE 

DID IT.  ESPECIALLY OUR EAST COAST PACKARD FRIENDS 

http://theoldmotor.com/?attachment_id=38002
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       This looks like a spinner hubcap to me 
and it is on a 1935 Packard which was in 

the show at Pebble Beach in 2014.  This 
appears to be a hubcap made for this car.  

Question is; were these installed on any 
other Packards or just this one?  It would 
be interesting to find out what hubcaps 

where available as an option for the 
Packards in that era.  

 

 

 

 

 
I suppose one could call this a wheel spinner.  The driver has a very serious, stern expression and 
probably for good reason.  It may be just me but the driver bears a resemblance to Richard Nixon 
and the guy standing on the left looks like LBJ.  This vehicle creates many questions:  Does the 

steering wheel really do anything? Where is the engine?  Who made the tires?  I don't think this ever 
went into production 

 
Apparently someone is still 
working on this idea.  This is 

a single seat version of the 
same concept. Is this 

another application of the 
premise that if we build it 
they will buy it? 

 

 

 

 

http://theoldmotor.com/?attachment_id=41466
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CHRISTMAS AT THE LAZY H 

 
The freshly remodeled John Wayne room the was setting for our annual gala this year.   The 
prime rib was delicious as usual and the atmosphere was most festive and the company was 

phenomenal with many happy faces to go with the happy people.  There were a few 
Christmas Sweaters but all were quite nice so there was no ugly sweater contest.   A contest 

of that nature would not be in keeping with the image of the Packard folk, I don't believe.   
The politically incorrect Chinese Gift Exchange is on the ragged edge of acceptability I 

imagine.  However, we do have fun and that my friends is what we are all about.  
 

Santa sent  a couple of his helpers again this year 
although he did not make an appearance himself as he 

was behind on his naughty and nice list work.  As far as we 
know none of the Packard people were on the bad list 

although one or two came close I am told. 
 

The "boys" gather 

to talk car stuff?  
Going from left to 

right we have Tom 
O'Hara, Jim 

Woolsey, Larry 
Johnson and No 

that ain't Santa 
Claus but it is 

Ralph McNeil.  
Ralph is hanging 

on to his gift for 
the great 

exchange. There 
were some really nice items to swap around this year.  

Nice gifts on the table make for a more exciting 

exchange (actually stealing) 
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Marjo Miller seems to be discussing    Arvilla & Larry Johnson and Mr. Woolsey 

something very serious with Heather Pizzuto 

 

  
 

Heather & Phil Pizzuto with Catherine Woolsey.  Our scribe Brian Wagner with Karl & Peggy Ramsing. 
 

As one can tell from the photos everyone is having fun and discussing some real issues. 
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Everyone is seated and ready for some Prime Rib of Beef.  Going down the table from the left: Mark 

Burnside, Nannette Pierce, Wallace Goldie, Avilla and Larry Johnson and Catherine Woolsey 

 

To add to the fun this year we raffled off the Poinsettia plants.  Our hope was for no one to go home empty-

handed. 

 

 
Everyone is all smiles, from left: Tom O'Hara, Catherine Woolsey, Phil and Heather Pizzuto, Marjo 

Miller and Dion Dyer.  This was taken during or after the gift exchange.  Probably after, as all are 

smiling. 
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Karl Ramsing is considering taking a book from Mike Adams and Mike is thinking "Do you 
really want to go there"?  Our VP Ron Steffey is being attentive while Richard Schauer is 

thinking "I know nothing; I will just sit here with this snowman on my head and 
everything will be OK!" 

 

 
Marjo Miller, Dion Dyer, with Connie and Ralph McNeil 
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Mr. Mark Burnside, our Webmaster, Predictor Publisher, and Crusin' Grand Guru - also known as 

the guy who orchestrates the famous gift exchange.  Few know the mysteries of this procedure.  

Kind of like The Shadow who learned how to cloud men's minds from a Far East Holy Man long ago.  

 
Five Packard automobiles made the trip from various locations around the county.  As I am 
constantly saying it is such a pleasure to see these wonderful automobiles out in the 

sunshine blasting down the highways and byways.  When I load up Buttercup with 

Christmas "stuff" I wonder how many other Christmases the old gal has enjoyed over the 
past 75 years.  Was some young American taken to the train station to enter the service in 

WWII in this car?  Buttercup spent the majority of her time in Iowa after being purchased in 
Denver, CO in July 1939.  I am sure Buttercup (as well as the Yellow Peril) has transported 

many excited people young and old through the snow to numerous holiday events.   Rest 
assured we will continue this tradition for another 75 years, at least.  

 

 
Spreading Holiday Cheer 

throughout the year!  
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I HAVE SOMETHING TO TELL YOU 
 

In the most unlikely event you have not renewed your membership in our great club; March 
2015 will be the last issue of the Predictor you will receive.  The thought of not being a part 

of this great group of Packard enthusiasts is frightening and thoroughly depressing to me.  
Not only will you not get the Predictor you will not receive the Packards International 

Magazine nor will you be aware of the great tours and other events the club provides for you 

and your Packard to enjoy.  In addition to all this you will missed by all of us and we will 
wonder how you are and how your vintage Packard is getting along. 

 
Here is how you may stop all these bad things from happening.  Send $45 to Packards 

International along with $15 for your local San Diego Region dues.  
 

Let's help out our membership chairman out this year and renew on time so poor Karl doesn't 
have to call us 2 or 3 times. 

 

For your convenience a membership application/renewal form is on the next page.  We've 

started the ball rolling by filling in the part about renewing your San Diego Region 
Membership.  Print it out, fill in the rest of the form, add a check and drop in the mail. 

 
Alternatively, you can renew on-line with no forms to fill out, no checks to write, and 

nothing to mail.  You can go paperless by visiting the PI website membership page at: 
http://packardsinternational.com/membership.html. 

http://packardsinternational.com/membership.html
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LA JOLLA CONCOURS d'Elegance 

Sunday, April 12, 2015~ 9:00 AM 2015 

 

 
The La Jolla Concours is becoming one of the 

premier car shows in Southern CA and is in our 
own backyard.  Some of our  members have 

shown their cars here in the past and have done 
rather well.  Your Board of Directors has 

commented on numerous occasions about the 
number of very nice Packards we have in our 

region.  After much discussion the Board 
reached the conclusion that we should have 

these great Packards displayed at a prestigious 

car show such as La Jolla.  La Jolla is very close 
and most of us can drive our Packards to the 

show.  The board further resolved that it is a great opportunity for us to show our Packards 
to the rest of the world - right here in our own back yard.  The board voted on and 

approved the following for the next La Jolla Concours d'Elegance in April 2015.  
 

Any San Diego Region member who enters their Packard and is accepted for the Concours 
will be reimbursed for one half the registration fee.  This offer applies to only one Packard 

per member and the owner will be paid half of the registration fee on the field the day of the 
Concours.  This registration fee this year is $175.  So for only $87.50 you will receive 2 

tickets to the reception Saturday evening.  This is a very nice reception and food and drinks 
are free.  On the day of the show you will have two tickets to the VIP luncheon where again 

all and food and drinks are free.  Two chairs are provided by the Concours for your 
convenience.  You may not use your own chairs. 

 

 Packards eligible for entrance: Any Packard produced from 1899 to 1948 
 You may enter to be judged or for display only.  Getting your car judged is 

recommended.  One just never knows when they will win an award. 
 

Go to the website https://www.lajollaconcours.com/ for more information on this event  
 

The club is going to ask the Concours organizers if we may enter as a group and be parked 
together as a club. 

 
If you think this is an event you would like to be a part of, please contact Steve 

Ross at 619-508-3925, inewsx@sbcglobl.net or 16151 Fruitvale Road, Valley 
Center, CA 92802.  We need to begin working the logistics of the this show by the 

end of February 2015. 
  

https://www.lajollaconcours.com/
file:///C:/Users/Sydney/AppData/Local/Microsoft/Windows/Temporary%20Internet%20Files/Content.Outlook/QH8V3RZ3/inewsx@sbcglobl.net
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"THE GREATEST THING SINCE 

SLICED BREAD" 

 

Better than sliced bread is another version of this 

statement.  How many times have we heard these phrases?  

Probably just about everyday.  Where did the saying come from 

and how did it come to be.  Inquirng minds want to know 

answers to these questions and thanks to the Packard Club you 

will be one of the few who will know the answer to this age old 

question. It is quite amazing what this seemingly insignificant 

invention had on the economy of the United States and the world for that 

matter. It is even more amazing that this gadget that changed how the 

world eats bread was first put to use within 40 miles of where I grew up.  

Photo on right is the building as it looks today where the Chillicothe 

Bakery Compnay made the first loaf of sliced bread on July 7, 1928 and 

the rest is history.    For you Packard drivers, right up the street from 

this building is The Plowman Garage where you may have your Packard 

serviced.  The machine was invented by Otto Rohwedder and he sold his 

first machine to Frank Bench owner of the Chillicothe Bakery Company.  

In 1930 Continental Baking Company introduced Wonder Bread as 
a sliced bread. It was followed by other major companies when 

they saw how the bread was received. By 1932 the availability of 
standardized slices had boosted sales of automatic, pop-

up toasters, an invention of 1926 by Charles Strite. In 1933 American bakeries for the first time 
produced more sliced than unsliced bread loaves. 

Otto Rohwedder at his home in St Joseph (St Joe) Missouri in the 1950's.  Otto 

was a jewler and he had degrees in Opthalmology and Otology.  He had three 

jewlery stores in St Joe and in 1917 he sold them all to fund development of his 

slicing machine.  But alas, in 1917 a fire broke out at the factory where 

Rohwedder was manufacturing his machine. It destroyed his prototype and 
blueprints. With the need to get funding again, Rohwedder was delayed for 

several years in bringing the bread slicer to market.  In 1927 Rohwedder 
successfully designed a machine that not only sliced the bread but wrapped 
it as well.  He applied for patents to protect his invention and sold the first 

machine to friend and baker Frank Bench.  The original machine is in the 
Smithsonian Institute.  Commercially sliced bread resulted in uniform and 

somewhat thinner slices, people ate more slices of bread at a time, and ate 
bread more frequently, because of the ease of eating another piece of 
bread. This increased consumption of bread and, in turn, increased 

consumption of spreads, such as butter, jam, and peanut butter to name a few. 
 

But wait there's more.  During 1943, U.S. officials imposed a short-lived ban on sliced bread as a 
wartime conservation measure. The ban was ordered by Claude R. Wickard who held the position of 
Food Administrator, and it took effect on January 18, 1943.  According to the New York Times, 

officials explained that "the ready-sliced loaf must have a heavier wrapping than an unsliced one if it 
is not to dry out."  It was maintained that sliced bread went stale faster and therefore Americans 

used more wheat which was needed to feed GIs.  In reality more sliced bread was eaten because 
sliced bread was much more convenient to eat, make sandwiches, etc.  It was also said that the 
slicing machines that broke down needed metal parts to be fixed using steel need for guns etc.   It 

was also intended to counteract a rise in the price of bread, caused by the Office of Price 
Administration's authorization of a ten percent increase in flour prices. In a Sunday radio address on 

January 24, New York City Mayor LaGuardia suggested that bakeries that had their own bread-slicing 
machines should be allowed to continue to use them, and on January 26, 1943, a letter appeared in 
the New York Times from a distraught housewife: 

Bakery building today is an 

electrical supply company 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Continental_Baking_Company
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/New_York_Times
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Office_of_Price_Administration
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Office_of_Price_Administration
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/New_York_City
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mayoralty_in_the_United_States
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fiorello_LaGuardia
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bakeries
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"I should like to let you know how important sliced bread is to the morale and 
saneness [sic] of a household. My husband and four children are all in a rush during 

and after breakfast.  Without ready-sliced bread I must do the slicing for toast—two 
pieces for each one—that's ten pieces. For their lunches I must cut by hand at least 

twenty slices, for two sandwiches apiece. Afterward I make my own toast.  Twenty-
two slices of bread to be cut in a hurry"!  

On January 26, however, John F. Conaboy, the New York Area Supervisor of the Food 

Distribution Administration, warned bakeries, delicatessens, and other stores that were 
continuing to slice bread to stop, saying that "To protect the cooperating bakeries against the 

unfair competition of those who continue to slice their own bread we are prepared to take stern 
measures if necessary."  The ban on sliced bread created a national furor, and was covered 
extensively in the New York Times.  Fortunately, it was a short lived. 

On March 8, 1943, the ban was rescinded. Wickard stated that "Our experience with the order, 
however, leads us to believe that the savings are not as much as we expected, and the War 

Production Board tells us that sufficient wax paper to wrap sliced bread for four months is in the 
hands of paper processor and the baking industry. 

It was not long before sliced bread had spread to Europe as well as Japan.  In Japan a loaf is sold 

according to the number of slices  
usually 4, 5, or 6, and 

occasionally 8 or 10. 

The next time you pick up a piece 

of sliced bread you are a part of 
history.  The increase in the sale 
of bread, spreads, toasters, and 

numerous new menu items had a 
significant effect on the American 

economy and probably on the 
sales of Packard automobile 

 

 

 
      The first sliced bread machine 

During the Great Depression, Chillicothe baker Frank Bench got out of the business 

and became Chillicothe's superintendent of streets.  In 1943, Bench was quoted saying 

he'd always known the bread slicer would "be outstanding among improvements of that 

decade."  Have you ever wondered where donut hole came from and why??  Stay tuned 

 
2015 Activities Calendar 

FRANK BENCH 
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Planning Meeting 

 
 

 

Please join us January 17, 2015 at the San Diego Police Museum to plan our fun-filled 

2015 events calendar.  If you can't make it just send your ideas to any board member 

and they will plan it for you.  We are up for just about anything so long as it is legal, 

or perhaps even a gray area.   

We will start the meeting at 10:00 AM. 

 

THE ADDRESS IS 4710 COLLEGE AVENUE, SAN DIEGO, CA 
 

Lunch after the meeting 

at a spot to be determined 

 
This could be an event.  Catch a pig and win a prize?  Don't 

make your board decide what we are going to do this year.  

Send us those great ideas. 

http://theoldmotor.com/?attachment_id=123225
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WEBMASTER'S CORNER 
By Mark Burnside 

 
Just a quick note to make sure everyone knows that PI is a bona-fide participant in the world of social 
media and there is a Packards International page on Facebook.  We started the page in November of 
2009 so it's already been 5 years since the page went up.  Admins are PI Member Jan Taylor who lives in 
Coupeville, Washington and yours truly.  The group was started with roughly 25 PI members that we 
knew to be part of the Facebook community and it has grown to 915 worldwide members as of this 
writing.  One year ago, we had 208 members, so membership has grown by 708 members (300+%) in the 
past year alone.  All members have posted a total of 728 photos of Packards and Packard-related 
subjects. 
 
Names of group members that you may recognize are Ralph Marano Jr, Richard Luckin, Robert 
Escalante, Steve Christy, Jerome Hardy, Bonnie Franko, Art Wesselman, Robert McAtee and many 
others.  Members from the San Diego Region of PI include Steve Ross, Brian Wagner, Richard Schauer, 
Paul Santy, Scott Napora, Phil Pizzuto, Fred Puhn, Debbie Costanzo, Gary Wysong, and Larry Johnson. 
 

There is no requirement for group members 
to be dues-paying members of PI; anyone 
can join and it's FREE.  The common thread 
of course is interest in Packards.  Over the 
years, we have seen some amazing posts: 
pictures of gorgeous cars, interesting 
questions & inquiries, problems presented 
(and resolved), some spam, a couple of 
cases of people finding lost Packards, posts 
for Packards wanted, and in general a very 
good digital outreach platform for Packards 
International Motor Car Club. 
 
Since the median age in the U.S. is 37 
years and the last Packard rolled of the 
assembly line 57 years ago, the vast 
majority of our fellow citizens have neither 
seen nor heard of the Packard Motor Car.  
We have the opportunity to change that 
trend by even a little bit, as Facebook has a 
astounding worldwide following of (younger) 
members with whom we can share our 
photos, knowledge, and experiences. 

 
If not already of Facebook and our PI page, won't you please consider joining?  It's easy.  Just go to: 
https://www.facebook.com/groups/170699753756/ and indicate that you'd like to join.  As soon as we see 
your name show up in the 'New Applicant' window, Jan or I will instantly grant you membership rights.  
That's all there is to it and it's that easy. 
 
Al the best for the New Year...  Looking forward to seeing you on Facebook in '15! 
  

Here's a picture of my '56. 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/170699753756/
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Preliminary 2015 Activities Calendar 

 
Listed below is the preliminary 2015 event calendar officially sponsored by the San Diego Region 
of Packards International Motor Car Club.  Also included are National PI events sponsored by PI 
headquarters or one of its regions. You must be a member of Packards International to attend 
officially sponsored events.  Click on any of the event descriptions shown in blue text to see more 
information about the location or setting of the tour. 

At the Calendar Planning Meeting on January 17 (see page 16), we will plan the activities for the 
months of March, May, and July through December. 
 

Month Date Event Description Location Tour Director(s) 

Jan 1 Brunch at Hotel Del Coronado  Coronado, CA Steve Ross  

Jan 17 2015 Activities & Events Calendar Planning 
Meeting  

San Diego, CA Steve Ross  

Feb 13-15 Packards International Membership Meet  Orange, CA PI National Board 

April 10-12 La Jolla Concours d'Elegance  La Jolla, CA Steve Ross 

June 19 Packard Night at Escondido's Cruisin' Grand  Escondido, CA Mark Burnside 

Jun-Jul 26-8 Packards International National Tour: 2015 
Lincoln Highway Henry B. Joy Tour 

Detroit to San 
Francisco 

Lincoln Highway Association 
(Mark Burnside is Tour Director for PI participants) 

 

http://www.hoteldel.com/crown-room.aspx
http://www.sdpolicemuseum.com/
http://www.sdpolicemuseum.com/
http://packardsinternational.com/index.html
https://www.lajollaconcours.com/
http://cruisingrand.com/
http://www.lincolnhighwayassoc.org/tour/2015/
http://www.lincolnhighwayassoc.org/tour/2015/

